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Overview 
• FHWA’s Parking Pricing Primer 
• “Performance pricing” street meters 
• Discouraging disabled placard abuse 
• Fairly pricing employee parking 
• Pricing on-street parking in lieu of minimums 
• Random pricing “gems” 
• Identifying and rectifying “pricing gaps” 
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FHWA’s Parking Pricing Primer—
Structure  

• Introduction 
• Pricing Overview 
• Technology 
• Employer/Developer Parking Pricing Strategies 
• Preferred User Accommodations 
• Public Acceptance 
• Case Studies 
• Conclusions 
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FHWA’s Parking Pricing Primer—
General Observations 

• Tremendous breadth and depth of parking 
pricing strategies 

• A number of unique and tailored parking pricing 
taxes and fees 

• New technologies and demonstrated successes 
are revolutionizing parking pricing and 
management, especially on-street visitor and 
loading zone parking 
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Performance pricing street meters 
• Where studied, 8-74% of city traffic (30% on avg.) was 

caused by motorists circling for underpriced parking, with an 
average search time of 8.1 minutes 

• Implementation successes with SFpark, LA Express Park, and 
the lower-tech Seattle parking pricing 

• Using pricing and technology (including occupancy sensors 
and pay by phone) to manage towards parking availability 
targets 

• More prices go down than up, but higher prices occur with 
higher occupancy causing meter revenue to rise (offset by 
lower enforcement revenue) 

• Substantially expanded price/convenience options 
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Discouraging disabled  
placard abuse 

• Growing demand creates problems 
– Pricing is ineffective when many users are exempt 
– Disabled are not served 
– Resentment often results 
– Lost revenue 

• State law may prohibit charging the disabled 
• Governments are testing new policies 

– Red top meters 
– Two-tiered placards 
– All pay but disabled are eligible for extended parking times 
– Dedicate new revenue to disabled 
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Demand350% growth in California between 1990 and 2010 in number of placardsApproximately 25% of parking meters in a sample of LA meters were occupied by non-paying placard holders. In some areas the percentage was as high 40. (The Price Doesn’t Matter If You Don’t Have To Pay: Legal Exemptions and Market-Priced Parking, Manville and Williams 2012)Studies show that in addition to not paying placard holders typically park for significantly longer periods of time.Baby boomers aging will create new demand for spacesFraud is likely an issue.Surveyors for the LA study repeatedly witnessed fraudStakeout in Alexandria, VA found that 90% of observed disabled placards were being used illegallyPhiladelphia changed its policy toward disabled placards in 2001 after a news expose uncovered significant fraud (New = 1 free hour after paid time)British officials suspect that over half of placards are used fraudulentlyAudit in San Francisco showed that the city lost $22.7 million in 2013 because of free parking for disabled placard holders (Shoup, Donald and Fernando Torres-Gil. 2015. The Two-Tier Solution: Ending disabled placard abuse at parking meters. International Parking Institute.)Barriers24 states and many municipalities require free parking, limiting options for governments. Pricing can be seen as a money grab and government ignoring the needs of the disabledRed top metersDC; Baltimore; Hagerstown, MD; Alexandria, VAMeters are accessibleMeters allow users to park for twice the normal timeTwo-tiered placardsMichiganIllinoisExtended parking timesPhiladelphia (pay max time on meter and receive 1 additional hour free)Erie, Pennsylvania has the same policy as PhiladelphiaPortland (pay max time on meter and may then park for a total of 3 hours. 2 hour meter gives 1 hour of free parking. 3 hour meter gives no free parking)Individuals with a wheelchair user placard may park for free at any 30+ minute meterCity also has 30 wheelchair designated spaces where parking is freeRaleigh, North Caroline has programmed its pay stations to allow disabled placard holders to purchase as much parking time as needed, but all must pay.Shoup recently proposed taking any revenue increases associated with reform and dedicating them to public services that benefit people with disabilities (safer sidewalks, audible devices at crosswalks, curb ramps). If 90% of subsidy is going to people who are not disabled charging these people will reroute the subsidy to programs that help the disabled. 



Fairly pricing employee parking 
• 95% of private-sector employees receive free parking  

v. 6% who receive transit benefits 
• Equalizing parking and non-parking benefits through cash-out and 

transportation allowances works: 
• Eight-site Los Angeles study showed cash-out to cut drive-alone commutes 

from 76% to 63% of total 
• CH2M Hill in Bellevue, WA converted free parking to a travel allowance, 

cutting SOV commuting from 89% to 64% 

• Cities without cash-out ordinances disadvantage their own citizens who 
are less likely to take advantage of free employer parking than their 
suburban peers (e.g., 31% SOV mode share for DC residents v. 50+% for 
suburban residents traveling to DC worksites) 

• FHWA is conducting a detailed analysis of the benefits of parking cash-
out for a minimum of seven U.S. cities 
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Pricing on-street residential 
parking in lieu of minimums 

• Parking minimums force parking subsidies (with 
increased auto ownership) and artificially inflate 
housing costs—see 
http://www.rightsizeparking.org/ 

• Parking minimums do not preclude saturation of 
on-street parking 

• The alternative of prohibiting residents of new 
“under-parked” buildings from parking on street is 
problematic  
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Residential Parking Permit Reforms 
• Limit the number of permits available per household or overall 
• Eugene, OR and Toronto, ON charge permit fees based on 

demand, sometimes reflecting household characteristics such 
as number of permits sought and off-street parking availability  

• San Francisco is considering charging fees comparable to the 
cost of a monthly Muni adult fast pass ($55/month) 

• Some success in deploying significant non-resident charges in 
cities with excess on-street parking after accommodating 
residential “demand” for free parking 

• Benefit districts can help address laws that require fees to not 
exceed the benefit received 
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Limit availabilityAtlanta limits the number of permits to two per household. Households with off-street parking are eligible for only one permit.Albuquerque and Vancouver, BC also limit the number of permits to two per household.Most cities either have no limits or high limits of 4 per household.Permit FeesIn Eugene, the highest fee is $60 per month sold on a quarterly basis. Permits sold for up to 75% available on-street spaces. The top charge is in a high density residential area abutting the University of Oregon campus.Toronto charges based on whether the household has access to off-street parking. Households with no off-street parking pay ~$16 per month for the first vehicle. Residents pay ~$40 per month for a second vehicle that does not have access to off-street parking. Residents who have on-street parking but desire an RPP pay ~$57 per month. Purchase for 6 months at a time and prices are indexed to inflation. Does not sell more permits than parking spaces. Residents can be waitlisted and priority is given to those with no off-street parking. Selling ExamplesAspen (no waiting list indicating priced properly)Boulder (waiting list indicates the price is not high enough)



Random pricing “gems” 
• Market-rate parking pricing facilitates desired 

market response—unbundled parking w/on-site 
carsharing in Bay Area > 0.76 vehicles per unit  
v. 1.03-1.13 

• Minneapolis PayGo Flex-Pass led to 58.5% driving 
days v. 78.5% for traditional paid monthly parking 

• Parking pricing can include congestion pricing 
elements (e.g., SFpark $2 peak-shoulder garage 
entrance/exit discount) 
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Random pricing “gems” (2) 
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Identifying and Rectifying  
Pricing Gaps 

• Performance parking at metered spaces should 
happen everywhere 

• No city (except CA cities subjected to the limited 
state law) mandates parking cash out 

• Progress is being made in articulating the 
residential parking pricing problem, but less so in 
addressing it 

• Creative parking pricing strategies are being 
deployed, but best practices are not well known 
and are rarely replicated 
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Themes of New FHWA Parking 
Pricing Projects 

• Better information and improved policy decisions 
(Cambridge, MA, analysis and testing) 

• Expand and develop new types of markets for 
parking pricing (L.A./Westwood, ParkSmart NYC, 
San Francisco neighborhoods, Seattle park & ride, 
and Lake Tahoe tourist parking) 

• Develop and test the most technologically 
advanced strategies (DC dynamic commercial 
meter pricing; reverse daily parking auction with 
U.C. Berkeley parking permit holders) 
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For more Information… 
FHWA Parking Pricing Primer web address: 
www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop12026/index.htm  
 
Allen Greenberg  
FHWA – Congestion Management & Pricing Team 
Allen.Greenberg@dot.gov 
(202) 366-2425 
 
Matthew Kaufman 
kaufmanm@urbantrans.com 
(720) 570-3343 
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